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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN OPTICAL DISC DRIVES, Investigation N0. 337-TA-897
COMPONENTS THEREOF, AND
PRODUCTS CONTAINING THE SAME

OPINION REMANDING THE INVESTIGATION

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The Commission instituted this investigation on October 25, 2013, based on a Complaint

filed by Optical Devices, LLC of Peterborough, New Hampshire (“Optical Devices”), as

supplemented. 78 Fed. Reg. 64009-10 (Oct. 25, 2013). The Complaint alleges violations of

section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337 (“section 337”), in the

importation into the United States, the sale for importation, and the sale Withinthe United States

after importation of C€l'lZElll'1optical disc drives, components thereof, and products containing the

same by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,904,007 (“the ’007

patent”); 7,196,979 (“the ’979 patent”); 8,416,651 (“the ’651 patent”); RE40,927 (“the ’927

patent”); RE42,913 (“the ’9l3 patent”); and RE43,681 (“the ’681 patent”). The Complaint

further alleges the existence of a domestic industry. The Con1rnissi0n’sNotice of Investigation

named as respondents Lenovo Group Ltd. of Quarry Bay, Hong Kong and Lenovo (United

States) Inc., of Morrisville, North Carolina; LG Electronics, Inc. of Seoul, Republic of Korea and

LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc. -ofEnglewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Nintendo Co., Ltd. of Kyoto,
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Japan and Nintendo of America, Inc. of Redmond, Washington; Panasonic Corp. of Osaka, Japan

and Panasonic Corporation of North America of Secaucus, New Jersey; Samsung Electronics

Co., Ltd. of Seoul, Republic of Korea and Samsung Electronics America, Inc. of Ridgefield Park,

New Jersey (collectively “Samsung”); Toshiba Corporation of Tokyo, Japan and Toshiba

America Information Systems, Inc. of Irvine, California; and MediaTek, Inc. of Hsinchu City,

Taiwan and MediaTek USA Inc. of San Jose, Califomia (collectively “Respondents”). The

Office of Unfair Import Investigations was not named as a party to the investigation.

The Commission later terminated the investigation as to the application of numerous

claims of the asserted patents to various named respondents. See Notice of Commission

Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Granting C0mplainant’s Motions to

Partially Terminate the Investigation as to Certain Patents (Aug. 8, 2014). The Commission also

later terminated the investigation with respect to Samsung based on a settlement agreement. See

Notice of Commission Determination to Grant a Joint Motion to Terminate the Investigation as

to Respondents [Samstmg] on the Basis of a Settlement Agreement (Sept. 2, 20l4).l

On May 6, 2014, Respondents filed a motion to tenninate the investigation for good

cause based on Optical Devices’ lack of prudential standing to bring an infringement action with

respect to the asserted patents pursuant to 19 CFR § 210.2l(a). On May 16, 2014, Optical

Devices filed a response in opposition. On June 3, 2014, Respondents, pursuant to Order No. 83,

filed a reply in support of their motion. On June 10, 2014, Optical Devices filed a motion for

I Although the Samsung respondents were subsequently terminated from the investigation, they
were signatories on the motion to terminate. The term “Respondents,” therefore, includes
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leave to file a surreply in opposition to Respondents’ reply. On June ll, 2014, Respondents filed

an opposition to Optical Devices’ motion for leave to file a-surreply.

On October 20, 2014, the presiding administrative law judge (“ALJ”) issued the subject

initial determination (“ID”), granting Respondents’ motion to terminate the investigation based

on Optical Devices’ lack of prudential standing. Order No. 113 (Oct. 20, 2014). Specifically,

the ALJ found that Optical Devices does not hold all substantial rights to the subject patents and,

therefore, lacks prudential standing to maintain an action for infringement without joinder of

other necessary parties. ID at 8. The ALJ also granted Optical Devices’ motion for leave to file

a surreply. Id. at 2. 

On October 28, 2014, Optical Devices filed a petition for review of the subject ID,

arguing that the ALJ erred in law and fact and contravened Commission policy. On Nov. 4,

2014, Respondents filed an opposition to Optical Devices’ petition.

For the reasons discussed below, the Commission has detennined to review the subject

ID. On review, the Commission vacates the ALJ’s finding that Optical Devices lacks standing

with respect to the ’007, ’979, and ’65l patents (collectively, “the Kadlec Patents”) and remands

the investigation to the ALJ for further proceedings. The Commission finds based on modified

reasoning that Optical Devices lacks standing with respect to the ’927, ’9l3, and ’681 patents

(collectively, “the Wild Patents”) and that it would prejudice Respondents to allow Optical

Devices to join [

l ] to remedy its lack of standing at this time.- 

Samsung prior to its termination on September 2, 2014.
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II. DISCUSSION

A. Legal Requirements of Standing

Commission Rule 210.12 requires that intellectual property-based complaints filed by a

private complainant “include a showing that at least one complainant is the owner or exclusive

licensee of the subject intellectual property.” 19 C.F.R. § 210.l2(a)(7). In determining whether

this requirement is met, the Commission has applied the standing requirement established by

courts in patent infringement cases. See, e.g., Certain Catalyst Components and Catalysts for

the Polymerization of Olejins, lnv. No. 337-TA-307, Comm’n Op. at 13 (June 18, 1990)

(“Catalyst Compounds”) (“[W]e see little basis for inferring a different standing requirement

under section 337 than the-courts have established in patent infringement cases”). Complainants

bringing an action for patent infringement, and thus, an action under section 337(a)(1)(B) must‘

satisfy constitutional standing and statutory cause of action requirements for the Commission to

hear their claim. See Vaillancourt v. Becton Dickinson & Co., 749 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2014)

(applying Supreme Court decision in Lexmark Int ’l,Inc. v. Static Control Components, Ina, 134

S. Ct. 1377, 1386-88 (2014) (decided on March 25, 2014)); Catalyst Compounds at 13.

Constitutional standing stems from Article III of the constitution and serves as a limit on

judicial power: See Lexmark, 134 S. Ct. at 1386. It requires that a plaintiff (1) suffer an injury in

fact, (2) show a proximate causal connection between the injury and the defendant’s conduct,

and (3) show that the injmy would be redressable by a favorable court decision. See id. (citing
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Lujian "v.Defenders of Wildlife,504 U.S. 555, 560 (l992)).2 ln causes of action involving patent

infringement, the Patent Act is the source of these legally protected interests. See TextilePr0d.,

Inc. v. Mead Corp, 134 F.3d 1481, 1483-84 (Fed. Cir. 1998). This is because the Patent Act

creates exclusionary rights with respect to the patented invention, gives rise to the right to sue

others for patent infringement, defines the nature of patent infringement, and determines the

party that is entitled to judicial relief. Sicom Sys., Ltd. v. Agilent Tech., Ina, 427 F.3d 971, 975

76 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Thus, questions of constitutional standing must be guided by the language

of the Patent Act. See Vaillancourt, 749 F.3d at 1368-70. .

The Patent Act creates the legal right to exclude. Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Indus, Inc.,

939 F.3d l574, 1578-79 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Specifically, the Patent Act bestows the legal right to

exclude others from making, using, selling, or offering to sell the patented invention in the

United States, or importing the invention. 35 U.S.C. § 154. “Constitutional injury in fact occurs

when a party performs at least one prohibited action with respect to the patented invention that

violates these exclusionary rights.” Morrow v. Microsoft C0rp., 499 F.3d 1332, 1339

(Fed.Cir.2007). Accordingly, constitutional standing in a patent infringement suit depends on »

whether a party can establish that it has an exclusionary right in a patent that, if violated by

another, would cause the party holding the exclusionary right to suffer legal injury. See Sicom

Sys., 427 F.3d at 976 (“A nonexclusive license confers no constitutional standing on the licensee

to bring suit or even to join a suit with the patentee because a nonexclusive licensee suffers no

2Although the Commission is not a part of the judicial branch, as noted above the Commission
has applied the standing requirement established by courts in patent infringement cases.
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legal injury from infringement”).

The Patent Act also identifies who is entitled to judicial relief for patent infringement. ’

The statute provides that the “patentee” is entitled to bring a “civil action for infringement of his

patent.” 35 U.S.C. § 281. The “patentee” includes the patentee to whom the patent was issued

and the “successors in title to the patentee.” 35 U.S.C. § 100(d). Therefore, the patentee —the

title holder —at the time suit is filed will generally have constitutional standing as well as satisfy

the applicable statutory cause of action requirements." See Crown Die & Tool v. Nye Tool &

Mack Works, 261 U.S. 24, 40-41 (1923). Thus, “[t]he essential issue regarding the right to sue

on a patent is who owns the patent.” Apex Eyewear, Inc. v. Miracle Optics; Inc., 434 F.3d 1336,

1341 (Fed. Cir. 2006). Given that a patent is in effect a bundle of rights which may be divided

and assigned, in evaluating patentiownership courts typically determine whether “a sufficiently

large portion of [the] bundle of rights is held by one individual.” Alfred E. Mann Found. For

Scientific Research v. Cochlear Corp, 604 F.3d 1354, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2010). That individual is

considered the patent owner, and permitted to sue for infringement in his own name. Id.

Historically, courts also evaluated patent ownership under the rubric of “prudential

standing” and required it in addition to constitutional standing for patent infringement claims. In

the recent Lexmark decision, however, the Supreme Court held that prudential standing cannot

limit Congressional intent and essentially discarded the concept of prudential standing in federal

statutory cases. Lexmark, 134 S. Ct. at 1387-88. The Supreme Court clarified that the proper

analysis is to consider whether the purported plaintiff falls within the “zone of interest’?

contemplated by the statutory language of the given statute, here the Patent Act. Id. at 1387.
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As such, after Lexmark the focus of a standing analysis still remains centered on patent

ownership in light of the language of the Patent Act. 3 _

The Federal Circuit has explained that plaintiffs can be categorized into one of three

general groups for purposes of standing in patent infringement cases: (1) those who can sue in

their own name; (2) those who can sue, if they join the patent owner; and (3) those who cannot

even participate as a party in an infringement suit. Morrow, 499 F.3d at 1339.

“The first category includes plaintiffs that hold all legal rights to the patent as the

patentee or assignee of all patent rights”; these parties may “sue for infringement in [their] own

name alone.” Id. at 1340; see also Enzo Apa & Sons, Inc. v. Geapag/l.G., 134 F.3d 1090, 1093

(Fed. Cir. 1998) (“The term “patentee” includes “not only the patentee to whom the patent was

issued but also the successors in title to the atentee.” . Traditionall , a rant of “all substantialP Y g

rights” in a patent amounts to an assignment or complete transfer of ownership. See Speedplay,

Inc. v. Bevbop,Inc., 211 F.3d 1245, 1249-50 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (“A party that has been granted all

substantial rights under the patent is considered the owner regardless of how the parties

characterize the transaction that conveyed those rights”). According to the Federal Circuit,

patentees and their assignees are afforded ownership, and thus the right to sue:

A conveyance of legal title by the patentee can be made only of the
entire patent, an undivided part or share of the entire patent, or all

3The Federal Circuit applied this standard in Vaillancourt and determined that, “inlight of
Lexmark, standing for patent claims requires a statutory cause of action. See Vaillancourt, 749
F.3d at 1368-70 (citing Lexmark, 135 S. Ct. at 1386-88). A statutory cause of action is evaluated
by looking to the language of the statute. Id. at 1369-1370 (determining that the statutory A
language answered standing issues related to a claim brought Lmder35 U.S.C. § 141 because the
statute solely included patent owners, not former owners).
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rights under the patent in a specified geographical region of the
United States. A transfer of any of these is an assignment and V
vests the assignee with title in the patent, and a right to sue
infringers. A transfer of less than one of these three interests is a
license, not an assignment of legal title, and it gives the licensee no
right to sue for infringement at law in the licensee’s own name.

Rite-Hite Corp. v. Kelley Co., 56 F.3d 1538, 1551-52 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc) (citing

Waterman v. Mackenzie, 138 U.S. 252, 255 (1891) (footnotes and citations omitted)). An r

official assigmnent document or recording of an assignment creates a presumption of validity as

to the assignment and places the burden to rebut such a showing on one challenging the

assigmnent. See SiRF Tech., Inc. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n,-601 F.3d 1319, 1327-28.

“The second category of plaintiffs hold[s] exclusionary rights and interests created by the

patent statutes, but not all substantial rights to the patent. . . . Parties that hold the exclusionary

rights are often identified as exclusive licensees . . . .” Morrow, 499 F.3d at 1340. An exclusive

licensee also has the right to sue, because such a licensee “has a legally protected interest in the

patent created by the Patent Act, so that it can be said to suffer legal injury from [the] act of

infringement.” Propat Int ’l Corp. v. RPOst, Inc., 473 F.3d 1187, 1193 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

Although an exclusive licensee has exclusionary rights, he must enforce his rights through or in

the name of the owner of the patent, and the patentee is usually joined. See Abbott Labs. v.

Diamedix C0rp., 47 F.3d 1128, 1133 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (stating that a patent licensee’s “joinder [of

a patent owner is] required as a matter of statutory standing”); Independent Wireless Telegraph

C0. v. Radio Corp. of America, 269 U.S. 459, 466 (1926). However, if “the patentee has

transferred all substantial rights in the patent to an exclusive licensee . . .the licensee is treated as

the assignee” and as assignee can sue in its own name such that the patent owner “need not be

. _ 8
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joined in any action brought on the patent.” Delano Farms Co. v. Cal. Table Grape Comm ’n,

655 F.3d 1337, 1342 (2011). All substantial rights have been transferred when “the license

grants to the licensee the right to enforce the patent and divests the licensor of that same right.”

Id. (citing Mann, 604 F.3d at 1361). V

The “third category of plaintiffs includes those that hold less than all substantial rights to

the patent and lack exclusionary rights under the patent statutes . . . .” Morrow, 499 F.3d at '

1341. Plaintiffs in this category cannot cure their lack of standing by joining the patent owner.

Id. , '

In determining the category in which _aparty falls, courts look to “the substance of the

rights conferred onto that party, not to the characterization of those rights as exclusive licenses or

otherwise.” Id. at 1340 n. 7 (citing Vaupel Textilmaschinen v. Meccania Euro)Italia S.P.A., 944

F.2d 870, 874-875 (Fed. Cir. 1991)). Therefore, in evaluating the substance of the right, a court

may find that an exclusive licensee was not afforded sufficient rights to confer standing; that an

assignee transferred away too many rights, thus divesting it of its right to sue; or that an assignee

never received sufficient rights to sue alone. For example, in Certain Devices with Secure

Commc’nCapabilities, Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. N0. 337-TA

818, Order N0. 15, 2012 WL 7857467, at *1-2 (Jul. 18, 2012) (“Devices with Secure Commc ’n

Capabilities”), the presiding ALJ fotmd that, although complainant obtained rights to a patent

pursuant to an agreement, it lacked standing to sue in its own name because it lacked all

substantial rights. Specifically, the presiding ALJ found that the licensor “retain[ed] the right to

review and object to any proposed license, assignment, or settlement involving” the patent, and
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retained “an equity interest in any proceeds from licensing” the patent and proceeds from related

litigation. Id. at *2. The Commission determined not to review.the ID and terminated the

investigation based on lack of patent standing. Notice (Aug. 20, 2012). _

To determine whether a licensor has transferred “all substantial rights” to the licensee,

courts consider a non-exhaustive list of rights, including: “(1) the nature and scope of the right to

bring suit; (2) the exclusive right to make, use, and sell products or services under the patent; (3)

the scope of the licensee’s right to sublicense; (4) the reversionary rights to the licensor

following termination or expiration of the license; (5) the right of the licensor to receive a portion

of the proceeds from litigating or licensing the patent; (6) the duration of the license rights; (7)

the ability of the licensor to supervise and control the licensec’s activities; (8) the obligation of

the licensor to continue paying maintenance fees; and (9) any limits on the licensee’s right to

assign its interests in the patent.” Azure Networks, LLC v. CSR PLC, 2014 WL 5741337, at *4

(Fed. Cir. Nov. 6, 2014) (citing Mann, 604 F.3d at 1360-61).

' B. Optical Devices’ Standing

The ALJ analyzed the question of standing in this investigation as one of prudential

standing. In so doing, the ALJ focused on ownership of the asserted patents. As mentioned

above, the standard of prudential standing has recently received negative treatment from the

Supreme Court. Lexmark, 134 S. Ct. at 1387-88. However, because prudential standing and the

right to sue under the Patent Act similarly hinge on ownership of the patent in question, the ID’s

prudential standing inquiry sheds light on whether Optical Devices satisfies the statutory cause

of action necessary to maintain its suit. See ID at 14 (citing Mann, 604 F.3d at 1359; Apex

10
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Eyewear, 434 F.3d at 1341). Specifically, the ALJ correctly noted, “[g]iven that rights contained

in a patent may be conferred separately on different entities, the critical inquiry is whether the

complaining party has” enough rights to be considered the patent owner. Id. (citing Mann, 604

F.3d at 1360). Thus, although the ALJ analyzed the standing issue under the rubric of prudential

standing, in light of Lexmark, the AL] correctly focused on ownership of the patents.

In order to rule on Respondents’ motion, the ALJ was required to determine if [

] or any other relevant entity maintained substantial rights in the asserted patents

such that the standing requirement could be established only if j oined as parties. As noted above,

the Federal Circuit explained that the following types of plaintiffs have standing with respect to

patent infringement suits: (1) “plaintiffs that hold all legal rights to the patent as the patentee or

assignee of all patent rights” and (2) exclusive licensees who “hold exclusionary rights and

interests created by the patent statutes[.]” Morrow, 499 F.3d at 1339-40. The Court further

explained that, depending on whether the exclusive licensee has received “all substantial rights to

the patent” determines whether the original patent owner or assignee must be joined in the suit.

Id. at 1340; Delano, 655 F.3d at 1342. Notably, the Federal Circuit explicitly excluded plaintiffs

that “hold less than all substantial rights to the patent and lack exclusionary rights under the

patent statutes” as qualifying for standing, and found that this “standing deficiency carmot be

cured by adding the patent title owner to the suit.” Id. at 1340-41.

In light of Supreme Court and Federal Circuit standingjurisprudence, we conclude that in

section 337 investigations based on patent infringement all parties necessary to establish the V

standing requirement must be joined. See Mann, 604 F.3d at 1360 (“When a plaintiff lacking a

1 1
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sufficiently large portion of rights brings suit, that plaintiff does not have standing to use on his

own, and the suit must be dismissed, or additional holders of rights under the patent must be

joined as parties to the suit, as appropriate given the plaintiff’s status as either an exclusive or a

nonexclusive licensee.” (emphasis added)).4 ,

Respondents argue that Optical Devices waived any issue of standing by not raising the

argument in its opposition to Respondents’ motion to terminate. We note, however, that Optical

Devices’ entire argument before the ALJ was based on the notion that, as the assignce of the

Wild Patents and Kadlec Patents, it alone has the necessary patent ownership, and thus standing,

to sue on those patents. Furthennore, the Supreme Court has held that the issue of standing is

“jurisdictional and not subject to waiver.” Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 349 n. 1 (1995). We,

therefore, find that Optical Devices did not waive its arguments regarding standing.

Wild Patents

The Wild Patents were originally assigned to BAE Systems Information and Electronic

Systems Integration Inc. (“BAE”). See ID at 9. [ l

. ] the Wild Patents [ ]. Id. Pursuant to [

] Wild Patents. See Complainant Optical'Devices, LLC’s Petition for

Review of October 20, 2014, Initial Determination at 1 (Oct. 28, 2014) (“Optical Pet.”) (referring

4 Respondents cite to Certain Electronic Devices with Communication Capabilities, Components
Thereof & Related Software, 337¢TA-808, Comm’n Notice at 2 (July 10, 2012), for the
proposition that the Commission need not consider now Whetherany other party has standing.
However, the Commission noted that it would eventually need to determine “whether such other
persons would have standing . . . and, if they do, whether it would be appropriate to join them at
this stage of the investigation . . . .” Id.

12
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ID at 9. Furthermore, [
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]. In [ ] the Wild Patents

]. In particular, the ALJ found that

] to the Wild Patents

]5[

]. [Mot. Ex. G]. at[ ].'

] Id. (citing Mot. Ex. E at [ ]. The ALJ additionally found that [

] Id. at 9-10 (citing Mot. Ex. E at [ ]. Finally, a [

St

]

], inter alia, as [

1
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[ ] Id. at lO (citing Mot. Ex.

F at [ ].

Based on [ ], the ALJ questioned whether

[ ] did, in fact, receive sufficient rights for it to be considered the sole owner of the Wild

Patents. In particular, the ALJ noted that

Due to [ ] Wild Patents,
[ ] Optical
Devices. (See Mot., Ex. E at [ ] Further, [

] Wild Patents [ '

] Wild Patents. (See Mot, Ex. G at

[ _ ]; M0t., Ex. E at [ ]

Id. n. 6. Rather, the ALJ apparently found that [ ' ]

substantial ownership rights in the patent and, as such, arguably [

] Wild Patents [ ] though[ l ]

appears to [ ]. Id. at 17;

The next question is whether [

] Wild Patents [ ] Optical Devices, or whether the presumption of validity attendant upon the

recordation of the assignment with the US Patent and Trademark Office has been rebutted. See

ID at 19 (“Optical Devices claims the benefit of a ‘presumption’ of validity regarding the

- ] and recorded with the

USPTO.”); SiRF Tech., 601 F.3d at 1327-28 (an official assignment document, or recording an

[ ] Mot, Ex. G at
[ ]-

14
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assignment “creates a presumption of validity as to the assignment and places the burden to rebut

such a showing on one challenging the assignment”).

After [ ] (see Mot. Ex. A), [

] Optical Devices [

] (see Mot. Ex. B). ID at_10-II. The ALJ found that

The [
‘] Wild Patents [ ] Optical Devices, [

]. (Mot, Ex. B at [
] The [

] (Id. at[ ] The[ I

— ] (Id. at[ I]

Id. at 11. [ ]. However, as

the ALJ noted, the [ l ] Optical Devices [ '

] which [

]. . . .” ID at I1. Additionally, on [

] Wild Patents [ ] Optical Devices” but in [

] Id. atll-12 (citing M0t., Ex. H at [- ].\

The ALJ found that [ _ .. . .J .

] Investment Agreement [

] Investment Agreement’)” under which [ ]
15
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‘ ] without [ ]. Id. at 12 (citing Mot. EX. J at [ ]. In"addition,

the [ ] Investment Agreement [

[

‘at [

Lastly, on [

found that “the [

] and that [

]‘[ ] from which

] Id. (citing Mot. Ex. J

]. The [ ] Investment Agreement also [

] Id. (citing Mot. Ex. J at [ ].

]. Id. (citing Mot. Ex. Iat [ ]. The AL]

] Id. at 13 (citing Mot. Ex. Iat [ ] Moreover, the ALJ found that under the [

6 “The Business Plan [

] Id. (citing Mot. Ex. Iat

] ID at 12 (citing Mot. Ex. J, Ex.

16 I
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[.1
‘The ALJ found that, [ ] “Optical Devices [

] Wild Patents, [

] ID at 16 (citing Mot. Ex. J at

[ 1; Mot. EX. I at [ 1; Mot. EX. H at [ 1.’ The ALJ'noted that, while

[

] Id. at 16 n. 10 (citing Mot. Ex. H at [ ]. Furthermore,'the ALJ found

that “[i]mp01tant1y, Optical Devices [

] Id. The ALJ also noted that [ ]

Wild Patents.” Id. at 8; see also id. at 10 n. 6 (citing Mot. Ex. E at [ ]. . g

_ We find, based on the evidence, that Optical Devices lacks sufficient rights in the Wild

Patents to be considered a true assignee of those patents. The Federal Circuit explained that, in

determining v/hether a party has received sufficient rights to be considered the owner of a patent,

“the nature and scope of the exclusive 1icensee’spurported right to bring suit, together with the

nature and scope of any right to sue purportedly retained by the licensor, is the most important

consideration.” Mann, 604 F.3d at 1360-61; Azure Networks, 2014 WL 5741337 at *5. The

Court further stated that “[w]e have also examined the scope of the licensee’s right to sublicense

. . . the right of the licensor to receive a portion of the recovery in infringement suits brought by

D).

7As the ALJ noted at page 9 of the ID, the [

] See Ex. J, [ ]; Ex. G, [ ]

17
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the licensee . . . the ability of the licensor to supervise and control the licensee’s activities . . . and

the nature of any limits on the licensee’s right to assign its interest in-the patent”). Id.

The [ ] on Optical Devices’ [

] Pursuant to the [

] Wild Patents [ ] Optical Devices [ ]. See ID at

9-10. When [ ] Wild Patents [ ] Optical [

] Optical Devices [

]. See id. at ll. When [

] Investment Agreement [

], in particular, [

] Business Plan, which [ "

]. See id. at 11

13. As a result of the Business Plan, [

].

Furthermore, the [ l ] Optical Devices’ [

- - ] Wild Patents Without [ ~ V

], in addition to [ ]

18
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Optical Devices [ ] Wild Patents[,]” likewise support the

ALJ’s finding that “there was [ ] Wild Patents” to Optical

Devices. Id. at 12, 15. As the ALJ noted, unlike [

' ]. Id. at l6 n. 10.

Additionally, the ID correctly found that the Business Plan [ ] Investment

Agreement [ '

]. ID at 16 (citing Mot. Ex.

J, [ ].

We do, however, disagree with the ALJ that [

] Wild Patents [ . ' ]

impinges on the ownership rights of Optical Devices in the Wild patents. See id. at 10 n. 6

(citing Mot. Ex. E at [ ]. Specifically, the Federal Circuit has stated that “a transfer does not

lose its character as an assigmnent simply because it is liable to be defeated by nonperformance

of a condition subsequent.” Abbott Labs, 47 F.3d at 1132. _

Since the evidence shows that [

I ] the Wild Patents, z'.e.,had standing, and [ ] Wild

Patents to Optical Devices, we agree with the AL] that Optical Devices’ position as the nominal

assignee is insufficient to grant it the right to sue on the Wild Patents as of the date Optical

Devices filed its complaint. ID at 19. Therefore, we find the presumption that Optical Devices

is the assignee of the Wild Patents is rebutted. We note that [ A

]

19
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[ 1. We, therefore, find that [ V 1joined

as complainants for Optical Devices to have the requisite standing as a coniplainant in this

investigation with respect to the Wild Patents. Had [ - ] “all

substantial rights” [ ] Optical Devices, Optical Devices could have maintained this suit on its

own. As discussed below, however, we agree with the ALJ’s finding that joinder is prejudicial

at this stage of the investigation. ' i

_ Kadlec Patents ,

After entering into a [ ] (see Mot. Ex. C), [

] assigned the Kadlec Patents to Optical Devices on [

] by way ofthe [ ] (see Mot. Ex. D at [ ]. ID at 10

11.8 The ALJ fOLlI1(lthat the [

]. Id. at ll. For example, the [

' ] Mot. Ex. D at [ ].

However, [

] Id. at [ ]; compare Mot. Ex. B

[

].

8Since the AL] did not find that [ ] should be joined as a complainant in this
investigation, we do not discuss whether [ ] has standing.
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On [ ‘ ] Investment

Agreement. ID at 12 (citing Mot. EX.J). The ALJ found that “[u]nder the [ ] Investment

Agreement . . . [ t

] Id. at 12 (citing Mot. Ex. J at [ ]. The

ALJ also found that, under the [ ] Investment Agreement, [

] and that [

] from

which [ _ ] Id. (citing

Mot. Ex. J at [ ]. The ALJ further found that the [ ]

Investment Agreement provides that [ 

] Id. (citing

Mot. EX. J at [ ]. 

Despite the ALJ’s characterization of the agreements concerning the Kadlec Patents, the

[ ] Investment Agreement [ ] Kadlec

Patents [ ] Wild Patents. While the [ ] Investment Agreement defines [ ] as [

] Wild Patent and Kadlec Patents,9 most of the

[ ' ] to which the ALJ cited concern [ ] Kadlec

Patents. See Mot. Ex. L [ ]. Specifically, [ ] states that
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[ ] where the [ . ] Optical Devices’ [

] which is in turn [

] which is the [ ] Optical Devices [

] Mot. Ex. JVat [ ' ]. The [

] however, is [ 

]. See id. at [ ]; Mot. Ex. B at [

].

Similarly, [ ] Optical Devices [

] Mot. Ex. J at [ ]. The [ ] however, is

defined as the [ ’ ]. Id. at [ ]. Likewise, [

] Optical Devices [

] Id. at[

]. The [ _ ], however, concerned [

] Wild Patents. ID at 9. Fuithermore, [ ] Investment

Agreement states that [ i

] Mot. Ex. J at

[ ]. As discussed above, the [ ] is tied to the [

- ~ - _ » »- -_ ].Seeid.at[ -] _

9 See Mot. Ex. J at [ ].
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[ ];Mot.Ex.Bat[ p ].

A Of the [ ‘ ] Investment Agreement cited by the ALJ, [ ] the Business

Plan [ ]. The Business Plan,

however, [ ]. See Mot. Ex. J at [ ]. Specifically, the Business Plan,

t ' 

] Business Plan [

]. See id. (Ex. D) at

]. The subject ID does not describe any other of the

agreements at issue as pertaining to the Kacllec Patents. See ID at 9-13. » A .

V_ As such, the majority of the exhibits to which the ALJ cites as demonstrating [ 

A ] Optical Devices [ ] Kadlec

Patents are, in fact, irrelevant [ ]. See id. at 15-16 (citing Mot. Exs. AA, E, F,

G, H, I). The ALJ cited to deposition testimony of [ ], who stated that [

]. See id. at 16 (citing Mot. Ex. L [ ]. Specifically, [ ]

testified that, if [

' i ], with [

]. Mot. Ex. L at [ ]. If, however, the [ ~ ] V
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[ 110 [

]. Id. at [ ]. The ALJ did not,

however, find that any party [ - ].

Based on the evidence addressed by the ALJ in the ID, it has not been shown that Optical

Devices lacks standing to enforce the Kadlec Patents in this investigation. In particular, the ID

does not cite to evidence pertaining to whether any other party has any control over how Optical

Devices litigates or licenses the Kadlec Patents, nor to evidence conceming whether any other

party has any security interests in the Kadlec Patents or if there are other limits on the right to

assign Optical Devices’ interests in the Kadlec patents. [ _ .

] the Kadlec Patents, [ ] the situation in Va-upel,in which the Federal

Circuit found that the patent owner’s “right to receive infringement damages” fiom its licensee

“was merely a fonn of deferred compensation under the agreement.” Abbott Labs., 47 F.3d at

1132 (citing Vaupel, 944 F.2d at 875). ' ,

We note the ALJ’s reliance on the presiding ALJ’s finding in Devices WithSecure _

Commc’nCapabilities that the patent transferor in that case “also retains an equity interest in any

proceeds from licensing” the patents at issue. ID at 17-18 (citing Devices WithSecure Commc ’n

Capabilities at *2). However, the ALJ also noted that, in that investigation, the patent transferor

[ ] retained the right to “proceeds from related litigation” and had control over the

complainants’ litigation strategy. Ia’. As such, where the evidence cited in the ID indicates that

10[ ‘ ] Kadlec Patents as the DPHI Patents. The patents identified in the »
Complaint as the DPHI Patents are the sa.meones to which the subject ID refers to as the Kadlec
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[ I - ] the Kadlec Patents, we

find that [ ] in Devices With Secure

Comma ’n Capabilities.“ ~

Moreover, even if we agreed with the AL_J’sconclusion that Optical Devices does not

have standing to assert the Kadlec Patents, the subject ID does not sufficiently analyze which

party would have to be joined as a complainant to assert infringement allegations as to the

Kadlec Patents in this investigation. Since the evidence on which the ID relies does not support

a finding that [ ] have any interest or prior ownership in the Kadlec Patents,

the ALJ’s discussion with respect to those parties is irrelevant as concerns the Kadlec Patents.

On remand, Weleave it to the discretion of the ALJ as to whether to permit further proceedings

on standing with respect to the Kadlec Patents.

C. Prejudice

As discussed above, we find that Optical Devices does not have the requisite standing to

maintain the infringement allegations in present investigation with respect to the Wild Patents [

]. ID at 20. The next consideration then is whether the

ALJ correctly determined that joining [ ] to the investigation “at this stage

Patents. See ID at 2; Complaint at 13.

H The ALJ noted Res ondents’ argument that KadlecP
Patents [

]. 1]) at 4 n. 3. The ALJ does not make a finding on this issue and Optical Devices
does not address it in its petition for review. Respondents do appear to allude to this issue, but
do not make any specific arguments. See Respondents.’ Opposition to Complainant Optical l
Devices, LLC’s Petition for Review of October 20, 2014, Initial Determination Terminating the
Investigation Based on Complainant’s Lack of Standing at 17 (Nov. 4, 2014).
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of the proceedings would result in prejudice” to Respondents. Id. I

The ALJ found that “joinder [ ] at this late stage in the

Investigation is impracticable and would result in prejudice to Respondents.” ID at 8. In

particular, the ALJ stated that

The Investigation is at an advanced stage. Optical Devices [
] to join [ ‘ ] at an earlier stage of these

proceedings. Instead, Optical Devices chose to conceal [
] until compelled to produce the pertinent

agreements in discovery. (See Order No. 62 (ruling on Motion
Docket Nos. 897-060 and 897-065).) Since prejudice to
Respondents is sure to ensue if discovery is re-opened at this time
and litigation involving [ lioined [ ] is permitted, I find
that joinder is impractical and inappropriate.

Id. at 20. The ALJ, therefore, explicitly noted that Optical Devices’ concealment of relevant

evidence is directly responsible for the prejudice to Respondents in her decision.

Optical Devices does not challenge the facts cited by the ALJ concerning its behavior

during discovery. Rather, Optical Devices argues that the reason for its delay in producing

infonnation is largely due to the fact that the ALJ tenninated the investigation for lack of

domestic industry. See Order No. 95 (July 17, 2014). 12 However, the ALJ’s ruling on Order

No. 62, requiring Complainant to produce information, came before the ALJ issued Order No. 95

and before Respondents filed their motion for termination. See Order No. 62 (Apr. 23, 2014);

Respondents’ Motion to Terminate the Investigation Based on Optical Devices’ Lack of

Standing (May 6, 2014). As such, the ALJ appropriately found that pennitting joinder [ ]

12The Commission subsequently vacated Order No. 95 and remanded the investigation to the
ALJ for further proceedings. Notice (Sept. 3, 2014).
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[ ] at this time would prejudice Respondents.

D. Commission Policy

Optical Devices additionally argues, albeit briefly, that the ALJ’s determination

implicates Commission policy with respect to the right of parties to pledge their intellectual

property as collateral in commercial transactions. Optical Pet. at 2. However, Optical Devices

makes its so-called “policy” argument without providing any legal or factual analysis applying

federal statutes, case law, or Commission precedent to support its contentions. The ALJ based

her determination with respect to standing on her factual findings that Optical Devices docs not

possess all substantial rights to the asserted patents. While we disagree with her factual findings

regarding the Kadlec Patents, the ALJ correctly examined the appropriate factors in light of the

evidence conceming whether Optical Devices possessed all substantial rights to the patents at

issue under Federal Circuit precedent. Specifically, the ALJ focused on whether the relevant

agreements [ ] Optical Devices’ [ ], which is the

appropriate focus under ederal Circuit precedent. The conclusion that [

] Optical Devices’ [ ] Wild Patents is mandated by the facts,

and is unrelated to the happenstance that the [ .

. ]. Thus, Optical Devices has not established that the ID

implicates Commission policy.

Based upon the preceding discussion, the Commission vacates the ALJ’s finding that

Optical Devices lacks standing Withrespect to the Kadlec Patents and remands the investigation

to the ALJ for further proceedings. The Commission fuither finds based on modified reasoning
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that Optical Devices laeksstanding with;respect to the Wild‘Patents and it would prejudice j:

Respondents _to;a1low Optical Devices to join[ ' T T 5V1 Z at V ]t0 remedy its

lack of standing at this procedural juncture in the investigation. The investigation is; therefore,

terminated with respect to the Wild-Patents. - ' " ' ~

. - By order of the Commission. _ _

' Lisa R.‘ Barton ’ ’

‘ Secretary to .the Commission: __'

Issued: January7,"2015 1 " __ - ' ' ’
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